Refuge 01
It responds to
the problems of
areas with rigid
temperatures: the
double skin with hitech felt insulation
panel promotes the
thermal comfort
of the internal
environment.
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The idea was born around the concept
of architectural destructuring, thinking
about the system itself of living a place
that is vital and free from building
schemes and perimeters.
RIFUGIO is a 15 square meter space
where all the functions of the housing
machine are developed, thinking of
a “post-human” society aware that it
can no longer expand by engulfing the
natural ecosystem but integrating with
it in a symbiotic and harmonious way.
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Refuge 00
It responds to
the problems of
sultry places: it
has a small wind
tower that guarantees thermal
homeostasis and
a knitted fabric in
polyester coated
with PVC.

1. OPV (Organic PhotoVoltaics)
A combination of polymers and organic molecules that have
the ability to capture light and produce electricity using diffuse
sunlight. The film is flexible and can be used on all surfaces.
2. Woterproof polyester fabrics coated in PVC
The fabric allows to protect from UV rays, abrasion and
contamination by polluting and organic substances. It transfers
the actions of the wind to the main structure to which it is
anchored.
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3. Hi-tech felt
A felt made of silicon nitride nanofibers that comes in the form of
a flexible and foldable fabric.
The material is an excellent thermal insulator.
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4. Knitted fabric in polyester coated with PVC
The fabric is applied to a support and pre-tensioned through
adjustment systems positioned along the perimeter of the main
structure.
5. Wooden support
6. Main structure 6x6
7. Transparent synthetic glass
8. Steel base supports

